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History of Sham Recycling Rule
> 2008: Rule Challenged in Court by Enviros and Industry
– Too strict vs Not protective enough
> 2015: EPA Issues a Revised Rule
– Took away “Transfer-Based Exclusion” requiring generator to
simply audit recycler
– Replaced with “Verified Recycler Exclusion”
• Requires strenuous “verification” process
– Required Secondary Materials meet 4 factor “Legitimacy”
> 2017: Appeal
> May 2018: EPA issues Revised Rule
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Sham Recycling Rule
>2008 EPA promulgated rule altering definition of “solid waste”
>Authority: RCRA 42 U.S.C. §§ 6901-6992k
>Deals with certain “hazardous secondary materials”
>“Secondary Materials”
– Residue of an industrial process
– Examples: spent materials, byproducts and sludges

73 Fed. Reg. 64,668
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RCRA Definition of Solid Waste

>“…any garbage, refuse, sludge from a waste treatment plant,
water supply treatment plant, or air pollution control facility
and other discarded material…resulting from industrial,
commercial, mining, and agricultural operations, and from
community activities”

42 U.S.C. 6904(27)(emphasis added)
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SOLID WASTE = Discarded

Not a Solid Waste Unless it is “Discarded”
1.
2.
3.
4.

Abandoned
Recycled
Inherently Waste Like
Military Munition

40 CFR 261.2
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1. Abandoned (= sw)

a) Disposed
b) Burned or Incinerated
c) Accumulated, stored or treated but not
recycled
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Materials to be Recycled = SW? Why?

EPA historically taken position RCRA
confers on EPA authority to regulate
discarded “hazardous secondary
materials” (HSM) even if destined for
recycling and may be beneficially reused.
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Reclaimed Recycled Materials

Still = Solid Waste if Reclaimed
(Useable Product Produced)
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Reclaimed but Not SW…

1. Certain Hazardous Secondary Materials
(HSM)
2. Certain Uses of HSM
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Exception 1: Certain HSMs

1. Characteristic Sludges
2. Characteristic By-Products
3. Commercial Chemical Product
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Exception 2: Certain uses of HSM

1. Used in Industrial Process
2. Effective Substitute
3. Without Reclamation
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“Hazardous Secondary Materials”
>October 30, 2008 EPA issues Final Rule on Definition of Solid
Waste (73 Fed. Reg. 64688)
>Rule effective Dec. 29, 2008
>2008 Rule: HSM excluded from “solid waste” when:
1. Generator-Controlled Exclusion: Generator controlled
the recycling of those materials
2. Transfer-Based Exclusion: Generator transferred the
materials to an off-site recycler whom the generator had
audited to ensure compliance with proper recycling
practices
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2008 Rule: Legitimacy
>Under either exclusion, materials are being recycled
“legitimately”
>Added 4 Factors into 40 CFR 260.43
>Codified the “Lowrance Memo”
– EPA OSWER Directive on how to distinguish between
legitimate and sham recycling
– 4 Factors but only 2 Required
• Other two must be considered but will be
circumstances where can’t be met but still “legit”
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2008 “Legitimacy” Factors
1.
2.
3.
4.

HSM Provides “Useful Contribution”
Valuable Product or Intermediate
HSM Managed as Valuable Commodity
Product is Comparable to Legitimate Product or
Intermediate

✓1&2 = Must Be Met
✓3&4 = Must be Considered but may not be met in certain
situations
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2008 DSW Rule Appeals
>Jan. 29, 2009: Sierra Club files RCRA §7004(a) Petition to EPA
requesting a repeal and stay
– Industry Coalition submitted letter to EPA requesting Petition
be denied
>Jan. 29, 2009: Sierra Club and American Petroleum Institute (API)
file petitions for judicial review in U.S. Court of Appeals for The
District of Columbia Circuit
>Sierra Club: Regs are unlawful, increase threats to public health &
environment with no compensatory benefit
>API: EPA improperly decided that certain petroleum catalysts,
when recycled, are hazardous wastes.
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Sierra Club Petition & Court Case
>March 2009: EPA noticed public meeting on new DSW Rule
and accepted written comments
>Sept. 7, 2000: EPA settled with Sierra Club on its Petition for
Repeal
>EPA filed settlement with Court on Jan. 11, 2011
>Settlement Requirements:
– EPA will issue proposed new DSW Rule addressing Sierra
Club’s concerns by Dec. 31, 2012
– No stay or repeal in the interim
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2015 Solid waste definition
80 Fed. Reg. 1693
• Proposed July 22, 2011, Comments and Public Meeting before
Issuance
• Final Rule Published: January 13, 2015
• Effective Date: July 13, 2015
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EPA’s Stated Purpose
>“[T]o ensure that the hazardous secondary materials recycling
regulations, as implemented, encourage reclamation in a way
that does not result in increased risk to human health and the
environment from discarded hazardous secondary material. “
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2015 DSW Rule
1. Affects Certain HSM currently conditionally excluded from
DSW when reclaimed
2. The original exclusions* were intended to encourage
recovery /reuse of valuable resources instead of land
disposal or incineration
3. Since 2008, concern over risk to human health and
environment from HSM led to New Rule
73 FR 64688 (Oct. 30, 2008)
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5 Key Provisions in 2015 Rule

1. Remanufacturing Exclusion
2. Generator In-House Recycling
3. Third Party Recycling
– Verification
– Legitimacy
4. “Legitimate Recycling” Definition
5. SW Variances and Non-Determinations
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1. Remanufacturing
Finalizes Remanufacturing Exclusion
– High-value solvents (18 listed)
– Transferred from manufacturer to manufacturer
– Purpose: to extend useful life of solvent
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2. Generator Recycling
>Retains exclusions for HSMs that are “Legitimately
Reclaimed” under the control of the Generator
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3. Third Party Recyclers
>Pertains to Certain HSM
– Spent Materials
– Listed Sludges
– Listed by-products
>Transferred – Separate Facility
>Reclaimed
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3. Third Party Recyclers
– No Speculative Accumulation
– Notification: Initial/Biennial Notification (3/1)
• Types Quantities of HSM
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3. Third Party Recyclers
– Management: HSM contained, stored, managed,
transported properly
• Containment
– No unpermitted releases
– Designed to prevent releases
– Labeled/logs – HSM & Date
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3. Third Party Recyclers

Legitimacy: The reclamation of the material must be
“legitimate”
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3. Third Party Recyclers
Verification: Must use a verified reclamation facility

>Verified = Solid Waste Variance Granted by EPA or
State
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Stricter legitimacy test

Same 4 Factors from 2008:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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HSM Provided “Useful Contribution”
Valuable Product or Intermediate
HSM Managed as Valuable Commodity
Product is Comparable to Legitimate Product or
Intermediate

2015 DSW Rule

>Must meet all 4 Factors to be Legitimate
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Factor 3: Valuable Commodity
>HSM Must be Managed as Valuable Commodity
>By Generator or Third Party
>Standard: Must be managed the same or in “equally
protective manner as comparable raw material”
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Factor 4: Comparable
>Product must be comparable to legitimate or
intermediate product
>End Product cannot contain “significant
concentrations” of toxics
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Factor 4: Comparable Defined
1. Analogous materials
– Same hazardous characteristics;
– Appendix VIII Constituents: Comparable to or Lower
2. No Analogous Materials
– Meet Widely recognized commodity standards
– Closed Loop System
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Factor 4: Comparable Defined (2)
3. Appendix VIII Constituents Not Comparable :
– Must Document
Lack of exposure or bioavailability;
No Significant Risks
– Use EPA Form 8700-12
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5. SW Variances

Finalizes Revisions to SW Variances and Non-Waste
Determinations
– Must send notice to EPA or DHEC by 3/1
– May have to reapply immediately
– Establishes a fixed term= or > 10 years
– Revises the criteria for partial reclamation
variance
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5. SW Variance
>Partially Reclaimed HSM
– Legitimacy Test Applied
– Compare to processes other than one generating the HSM
– Economic Value
– Viable Substitute for raw materials
– Market/Known Customers
– Handled to “minimize loss”
– No longer “other relevant factors”
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2015 Rule Issues for Recyclers
>New Variance Requirements
>Verification Process
>Recordkeeping
>Legitimacy Test
– Managed as “valuable commodity”
– Applies to scrap metal, characteristic solvents,
characteristic sludges…
– Two New Factors Required
– Lots of terms not defined
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Appeal of 2015 Rule
>Industry Appealed to D.C. Circuit:
– Factors 3 & 4 of Legitimacy Test exceeded EPA’s authority
under RCRA because these factors unlawfully regulated
non-discarded materials
– Verification process for recycler exceed EPA’s authority

American Petroleum Institute v. EPA, Case No. 09-01038
(D.C. Cir. July 7, 2017)
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2015 Appeal Intervenors & Briefs
Amicus Briefs for API (Petitioner)

Intervenors for EPA (Respondent)

> Eastman Chemical Company
> Solvay USA Inc., Amicus Curiae for
Petitioner

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

API has 100s of Members:
https://www.api.org/membership/members
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Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers
American Chemistry Council
American Coke and Coal Chemicals Institute
American Forest & Paper Association
American Gas Association
Edison Electric Institute
Environmental Technology Council, Inc.
Metals Industry Recycling Coalition
National Mining Association
National Paint & Coatings Association
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association,
Inc.,
> Treated Wood Council
> Utility Solid Waste Activities Group
> Gulf Chemical and Metallurgical Corporation

2017 Court Decision
1. Final Rule is upheld in part and vacated in part
2. 2015 Factor 3 is upheld
3. 2015 Factor 4 of Legitimacy test is out – so far as it
applies to all hazardous secondary materials via Section
261.2(g)
4. Verified Recycler Exclusion is out except for its
emergency preparedness provisions and expanded
containment requirement
5. Transfer-Based Exclusion from 2008 is back in
• However, removal of that exclusion’s bar on spent
catalysts is vacated
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American Petroleum Institute Case
>2017 Court invited parties to consider briefing some of the
issues
>2018 - Petitioners did so in Petitions for Rehearing
>March 2018 – Court modified its 2017 decision as follows:
(1) Court severed & affirmed EPA's removal of the spent
catalyst bar from the vacated portions of "Verified Recycler
Exclusion";
(2) Court vacated Factor 4 in its entirety; and
(3) Court clarified the regulatory regime that replaced the
vacated Factor 4.
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1. 2015 Factor 4 Out
• Factor 3 is legal as part of the 4 Part Legitimacy Test
– 3: Person controlling the recycled material must
manage the material as a valuable commodity;
• Factor 4 is illegal and is Vacated
– 4: Product of the recycling process must be
comparable to a legitimate product or
intermediate.
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2017 Court Decision (Cont’d)

2. Court Agreed Verified Recycler requirement not within
EPA’s authority in RCRA
– Ordered EPA to reinstate “Transfer Based
Exclusion”
– Allows materials to be sent to a recycling facility to
be excluded as solid/hazardous waste so long as
reasonable efforts made to ensure proper
reclamation
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2018 Final Rule: 83 Fed Reg 24664
>“Response to Vacatur of Certain Provisions of the Definition of Solid
Waste Rule”
>Published May 30, 2018
>No notice or opportunity to comment
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-05-30/pdf/2018-11578.pdf
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2018 Final DSW Rule
>Changes:
– Factor 4 requiring product to be “comparable to legitimate
product” is out
– New Factor 4 (2008 Version) states you can consider
whether recycled product contains hazardous constituents
or hazardous characteristic not in analogous products (or
significantly elevated)
• BUT it doesn’t have to meet this factor to be legit
– All other Factors still in
– Legitimacy Test still applies to all exclusions
>40 CFR 260.43
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2018 Final DSW Rule
Changes:
– Verified Recycler Exclusion is out
• Transfer-Based Exclusion from 2008 is back in
• 40 CFR 261.4(a)(24)
– But, still have other three 2015 requirements for off-site
recycling:
• K171 & K172 (certain spent petroleum catalysts) eligible
• Emergency preparedness and response
• “Reasonable effort” to audit recycling facility prior to
transport
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When Final Rule Becomes Effective
“The revisions to 40 CFR 260.42, 40 CFR 260.43, 40 CFR
261.4(a)(23) and 40 CFR 261.4(a)(24); the reinstatement of
261.4(a)(25), and the removal of 40 CFR 260.30(f) and 260.31(d)
are effective immediately.”
Applicability to States?
– Authorized States?
– Unauthorized States?

50
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Topics

Process for States to Adopt 2018 DSW Rule
• Background on RCRA Implementation Procedures
• Which Portions of the 2018 Rule are States Required to Adopt?
• How Does the 2018 Rule Interact with the 2008 Rule and the 2015 Rule?
• Current Landscape
Applicability Across State Lines
• Analogy to State-listed wastes

Bottom Line
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Background on RCRA Implementation Procedures

First major distinction in the statute – HSWA v. non-HSWA rules
• States must adopt rules that EPA promulgates using its authority under the 1984 Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (“HSWA”) to the RCRA statute, and those rules are effective immediately
as federal law.
• Non-HSWA rules are subject to a “stringency” / “broader in scope” test and effective dates vary by
state.
• Do the new rules from EPA impose more stringent requirements than the ones currently in place,
or do they broaden the applicability of the federal rules to something that was previously
unregulated?
• If so, states must adopt the new EPA rules.
• If not, states can choose whether to adopt the new rules.
2018 DSW Rule is a non-HSWA rule, so:
• To the extent the 2018 rule imposes stricter requirements than what currently exists in a state’s
administrative code, the state is required to adopt those requirements.
• To the extent the 2018 rule is less stringent than what exists in state law, the state can choose
whether to adopt that provision.
• Example – Recycling legitimacy factor 3 remains mandatory under the 2018 rule, so if a state hasn’t
adopted factor 3 as mandatory, it must.
• Contrast to Legitimacy factor 4, which is no longer mandatory.
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Background on RCRA Implementation Procedures

Mechanics for States to Adopt New non-HSWA RCRA Rules
• Proposal and final rule from state rulemaking authority to change state administrative code
(including any required public comment, public hearing or other procedures).
• Once the state rule is final, the state agency submits an application for a “change approval.”
• EPA has two procedures for issuing an approval:
• Publish a direct final rule and delay effective date of approval until post-publication comment
period closes.
• Publish a proposed decision, accept public comment, consider those comments, publish a final
rule.
Not all State Programs are Made the Same
• Some states simply incorporate the federal rules into the state administrative code by reference.
• Some automatically adopt all subsequent revisions to the CFR but others do not.
• Some states write their own text in the attempt to replicate the federal requirements, with only minor
differences between federal and state language.
• Some states use their own language (perhaps with more requirements than those in the federal
rules).
• Approval of more stringent or more broadly applicable state requirements is a topic for another
day.
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Background on RCRA Implementation Procedures

Deadlines for States to Adopt More Stringent Federal Rules (Mandatory Rules)
• By July 1 of any year, states are supposed to have adopted all mandatory rules
promulgated by EPA during the 12 months preceding the previous July 1.
• So – If it’s July 1, 2019 – states are supposed to have adopted all mandatory rules
promulgated by EPA during the period between July 1, 2017 and June 30, 2018.
• Extensions of deadlines are common.
• State rulemaking procedures can get bogged down.
• State may need legislative authority.
EPA Approval of Revisions to State Programs
• Simple incorporations by reference are easy to approve, but the less the state’s text
looks like the CFR text, the longer it takes for EPA to approve it.
• And, the more opportunity there is for comments from EPA, which may require states to
restart their own rulemaking procedures.
• Reality is that these states are usually coordinating with the EPA during the state’s
drafting process, which tends to delay the state’s rulemaking process instead.
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Which Portions of the 2018 Rule are States Required to Adopt?

Recycling Legitimacy Factor 3 is now mandatory.
• Generators of recyclable materials must manage the material as a valuable
commodity when it is in the generator’s control.
• If there is an analogous raw, virgin material, the generator must – at a
minimum – manage the recyclable material in a way that is “equally
protective.”
• Deadline for Factor 3 to be mandatory (in the state’s administrative code) is
July 1, 2019.

Legitimacy factors 1, 2 and 3 are mandatory and apply to all recycling
exemptions.
NOTHING ELSE IS MANDATORY IN THE 2018 RULE – BUT THAT’S ONLY
THE BEGINNING OF THE STORY.
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Interaction of 2018 Rule with 2008 and 2015 Rules

What did the (October) 2008 Rule Do?
• New Recycling Exclusions
•

Generator-controlled reclamation exclusion

•

Transfer-based reclamation exclusion

•

Remanufacturing exclusion

• Legitimacy Factors – formally codified guidance from 1989 Lowrance Memo,
but only applied to the new exclusions in the 2008 Rule
•

HSM must provide valuable contribution to new product – mandatory

•

HSM must produce a valuable product or intermediary – mandatory

•

Generator of HSM must manage it as a valuable commodity – considered but not mandatory

•

Similar content of hazardous constituents versus virgin material – considered but not mandatory

Which of these is mandatory (more stringent or broadening scope of
regulations) for states to adopt?
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•

None, because the legitimacy factors only applied to provisions the new exclusions.

•

New exclusions don’t make rules more stringent and they narrow the scope of the regulations.

Interaction of 2018 Rule with 2008 and 2015 Rules

Legal Effect of the 2008 Rule
• In states without an approved program – immediately effective.
• In states that incorporate the rules by reference (including all future amendments) –
EPA approval still needed before effective.
• Note some of these states actually adopted rules to prevent the new exclusions from
becoming effective (NC and VA are two examples).
• Everyone else – state rulemaking followed by EPA approval before it could become
effective.
Effects in States Requiring Rulemaking
• Again, no one was required to adopt the new exclusions or the legitimacy factors that
applied to them.
• In states that decided to adopt them, state-based rulemaking had to occur, followed by
EPA review and approval of those rules.
• But, shortly after the final rule is published, President Obama is elected. New
administration announced its plan to revise the rule significantly and eventually
published a new proposal in July 2011.
• Not much implementation work really happened.
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Interaction of 2018 Rule with 2008 and 2015 Rules
What did the 2015 Rule Do?
• Legitimacy Factors – made all four mandatory and applied them to all recycling
exemptions (more stringent).
• Revisions to generator controlled exclusion (made it more stringent than 2008 version)
• Revokes and replaces transfer-based exclusion with the more stringent verified recycler
exclusion.
Which of these revisions is mandatory?
• Adoption of the four legitimacy criteria is mandatory now because applying these
criteria to all existing exemptions made the requirements for those exemptions more
stringent.
• If a state had already finished rulemaking activities to adopt the new 2008 exclusions,
the 2015 changes were mandatory because they made the requirements for those new
exclusions more stringent.
• But, states that did not adopt the 2008 exclusions at all were not required to adopt the
revised generator controlled exclusion or the new verified recycler exclusion.
• New exclusions do not make the rules more stringent, and they narrow the
applicability of the rules.
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Interaction of 2018 Rule with 2008 and 2015 Rules

Legal Effects of the 2015 Rule
• In states with no approved program – immediately effective.
• In states with incorporation by reference, including all subsequent
amendments – EPA approval still needed before it’s effective.
• Everyone else – Must initiate state rulemaking procedures, and in general,
most states got to work.
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•

States had until July 1, 2017 to adopt the provisions that were mandatory for them.

•

The 2015 Rule was fairly well received by state agencies (unlike the 2008 Rule).

•

Implementation work proceeded even though industry groups sought judicial review.

Status of 2015 Rule Implementation

Note – this does
not distinguish
between
incorporation by
reference versus
adopting specific
text.
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Current Landscape

States shaded in gray
• Never acted on 2008 Rule or 2015 Rule
• Must take action to adopt legitimacy factors 1, 2 and 3
• Must make factors 1, 2 and 3 applicable to all recycling exemptions.
• Have the option to adopt:
•

2015 Remanufacturing exemption (including additional, state-only requirements).

•

2015 Generator-controlled exemption (including additional, state-only requirements).

•

2018 Transfer-based exemption (including additional, state-only requirements).

•

Legitimacy factor 4 (mandatory or consider; apply it to some or all recycling exemptions).

• Brain teaser – is there anything that would prevent a state from adopting the
language of the verified recycler exemption?
States shaded in yellow – no approved state program – 2018 changes to
2015 Rule are already effective.
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Current Landscape

States shaded in red – authorized to implement the 2008 Rule
• Never took action on, or became authorized to implement, the 2015 Rule.
• Must make legitimacy factor 3 mandatory.
• Must apply legitimacy factors 1, 2 and 3 to all recycling exemptions.
• Must adopt the 2015 revisions to the generator-controlled exemption.
States shaded in green – adopted mandatory parts of 2015 Rule
• State rulemaking efforts to adopt the mandatory parts of the 2015 Rule are
complete.
• Both Colorado and South Carolina adopted legitimacy factors 1, 2 and 3 and
made them applicable to all recycling exemptions.
• Neither adopted the 2015 Exemptions.
• Neither has been approved to implement the mandatory portions of the 2015
Rule.
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Current Landscape

States shaded in dark blue – adopted the entire 2015 Rule
• All state rulemaking work to adopt the 2015 Rule is finished.
• No state has been authorized to implement the 2015 Rule yet.
• Changes between 2015 Rule and 2018 Rule make the federal program less
stringent, so none of those changes are mandatory.
• In these states:
•

Legitimacy factors 1-4 are mandatory and apply to all recycling exemptions.

•

2015 versions of remanufacturing, generator-controlled and verified recycler exemptions apply.

BE CAREFUL – EPA MAP HAS AT LEAST ONE CLEAR ERROR. NORTH
CAROLINA INCORPORATES ALL SUBSEQUENT CHANGES TO THE
DEFINITION OF SOLID WASTE BY REFERENCE.
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•

IN OTHER WORDS, STATE LAW ALREADY INCLUDES THE EFFECT OF THE 2018 RULE.

•

THERE MAY BE OTHER, SIMILAR SITUATIONS.

Applicability Across State Lines
Issue: What if I want to send HSM from my facility in North Carolina to a
third-party recycler in Tennessee?
Answer: You have to comply with North Carolina law while the material is
in North Carolina, and you have to comply with Tennessee law while the
HSM is in Tennessee.
How do I do that?
• 2018 Rule does not offer any guidance.
• Best analogy is a series of guidance letters from EPA about management of
state-only hazardous wastes.
• Example – California has its own, unique listed wastes that are in addition to
federally listed wastes. Question arose about whether a generator in
California could send its California-listed waste to a non-hazardous waste
landfill in Arizona.
•
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Rule – While the waste is in California, it has to be managed as hazardous waste, and it must be on a hazardous
waste manifest while it is in California. But, once the waste reaches Arizona, Arizona law governs the
permissible destination for that waste. If Arizona law allows the waste to go to a subtitle D landfill, then it can go.
However, the destination facility still needs to sign the manifest and return it to the generator – for its records.

Applicability Across State Lines
Apply the same principle to the new recycling exemptions?
• If you can satisfy the elements of an exclusion in your state and the state
where the recycler is located, the HSM is not regulated as hazardous waste.
Examples
• If you generate HSM in a state that has not adopted any of the exemptions,
you have to manage that HSM as hazardous waste while it is in your state.
•

But, if you identify a third party recycler in another state that meets the transfer-based exclusion, and that state is
approved to implement the 2018 Rule (including the transfer-based exclusion), it is permissible to send the HSM
to that facility as long as the facility signs your manifest and sends it back to you.

• If you generate HSM in a state that is approved to implement the 2015 Rule,
and you send the HSM to a recycler in another state that is also authorized to
implement the 2015 Rule and the facility complies with the verified recycler
provisions, the HSM is not hazardous waste.
• What if the generator is in a state that is approved for the transfer-based
exclusion and the destination facility is a verified recycler in a state that is
approved for the 2015 Rule?
• How about the reverse situation?
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Applicability Across State Lines

Legitimacy Factors
• Same basic exercise – document compliance with the requirements of the
state of generation and the state of the destination facility.
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Bottom Line

The DSW Rules are not HSWA Rules and they are not immediately effective.
2018 Rule is presently effective only in states that do not have their own
RCRA program (Iowa, Alaska, US territories).
States that incorporate the federal rules by reference, including subsequent
amendments, still need EPA approval before 2018 Rule is effective.
• None of the states has received approval to implement the 2015 Rule, so the
more stringent 2015 recycling exemptions are not effective in any of these
states either.
States with separate regulatory text were in different stages of adopting the
2015 Rule when the DC Circuit remanded it to EPA.
• Unfortunately, you have to do a state-by-state analysis to determine where
each state is in its process for the 2015 Rule.
• Then you have to determine whether the state intends to adopt the revisions
contained in the 2018 Rule, and if so, what the process and timeline for that
effort will be.
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Bottom Line

What do we know?
• Legitimacy factors 1, 2 and 3 will become mandatory in every state and will
apply to all recycling exemptions.
• Many states were opposed to the 2008 transfer-based exclusion. Unclear if
those states will change their perspectives now, so the extent to which that
exclusion will be effective nationwide is uncertain.
• Deadline for action on the mandatory portions of the 2018 Rule is July 2019.
•
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Now is the time for interested parties to work with state regulators regarding adoption of the non-mandatory
portions of the changes to the rules.

Contact Information

Sean M. Sullivan
Troutman Sanders LLP
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